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1. Legal Quotes
"It depends." [The answer to every question ever posed in law school]
“If you are absolutely determined to make a lawyer of yourself, the thing is more than half done
already.” [Abraham Lincoln]
“Don't wait to buy property. Buy property and wait.” [Any conveyancing attorney]
2. Little Johnny
The teacher asked her Grade 5 class to use the word “fascinate” in a sentence.
Mary put up her hand and said, “My family went to our granddad's farm, and we all saw all the
farm animals. It was fascinating."
The teacher said, “That was good, Mary, but I want you to use the word ‘fascinate,’ not
'fascinating'.”
Sarah raised her hand. She said, “Miss, my family went to Sun City and I was fascinated.”
The teacher said, “Well, that was also good, Sarah, but I wanted you to use the word ‘fascinate’.”
Little Johnny raised his hand, but the teacher hesitated because she had been burned by Little
Johnny before. She finally decided there was no way he could damage the word “fascinate,” so
she called on him.
Johnny said, “My aunt Carolyn has a sweater with ten buttons, but her tits are so big she can
only fasten eight!”
The teacher sat down and cried.
3. Inspiring quotes
"Never argue with stupid people. They will drag you down to their level and beat you with
experience." [Mark Twain]
"The more informed you are, the less arrogant and aggressive you are." [Nelson Mandela]
"The greatest prison people live in is the fear about what other people think." [unknown]
4.
Conveyancers beware when paying out proceeds
Conveyancers are advised to be extra cautious when paying out the proceeds of property
transactions.

Lochner v Schaefer Incorporated and
Others (3518/16) [2017] ZAECPEHC 4 (24 January 2017) in which the Sellers
This came to light in the recent case of

launched a summary judgment application against the conveyancing firm in an attempt to hold
the conveyancers liable for their loss of almost R270 000.00 (after the Sellers had fallen victim to
a cyberscam in which they had apparently instructed their conveyancers via email to transfer
the proceeds from the sale of their property to a different account).
The summary judgment application was unsuccessful on the facts after the judge decided that it
was not correct to say that the conveyancers were liable simply because they did not carry out
the mandate as agreed. To succeed with their claim, the judge stated, the Clamaints would have
to prove "fault" on the part of the conveyancers.
In light of the above, conveyancers are advised to insist on the Sellers providing them
with a cancelled cheque or an original or certified copy of a recent bank account and an
original instruction (signed in front of the conveyancers) in which the Sellers record
the account into which the proceeds are to be paid.
I am available on 083 2515451 or fritz@sonnenberg.co.za.

Refer your transfers to me and get professional personalised service.
Sonnenberg Property Services (Pty) Ltd is a licensed estate agency. Check out our
website:
http://sps.sa-property.co.za/
All newsletters can be obtained on our website: www.sonnenberg.co.za.
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